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Are home ventilators able to guarantee
a minimal tidal volume?
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non-intentional leaks. An in vivo
study completed the bench study for
the non-intentional leak condition.
Measurements and results: The six
ventilators were able to maintain a
minimal tidal volume during an
increase in airway resistance and a
F. Lofaso  B. Louis
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decrease in lung compliance. The
Université Paris-Est,
maintenance of a minimal tidal
94010 Créteil, France
volume during a non-intentional leak
was more difficult and was associated
with large variations in tidal volume,
Abstract Objective: The aim of
the study was to evaluate the ability a default of pressure support delivery
for some devices, and patient-ventiof home ventilators to maintain a
minimal tidal volume during different lator dyssynchrony, both during the
bench and the in vivo study.
conditions associated with alveolar
Conclusions: The six home ventihypoventilation. Design: Bench
lators tested in the study were able to
evaluation coupled with an in vivo
maintain a minimal tidal volume
study on two healthy subjects. Setduring an increase in airway
ting: Tertiary university hospital
and research unit. Interventions: Six resistance and a decrease in lung
compliance, but not during a
ventilators having a ‘‘volume guarantee’’ module (Synchrony II, Philips non-intentional leak.
Respironics; Vivo 40, Breas; LegenKeywords Non-invasive ventilation 
dair, Airox; Elisee 150, Philips
Tidal volume  Airway resistance 
Respironics; Ventimotion, WeinCompliance  Air leak 
mann; and VS III, Resmed) were
tested on a lung bench in a baseline Patient-ventilator dyssynchrony
condition and in three conditions
associated with alveolar hypoventilation: increase in airway resistance,
decrease in lung compliance, and

ventilation during prolonged periods, usually the night.
But, even in a resting condition such as sleep, breathing
The aim of non-invasive positive pressure ventilation pattern is not stable. Regular changes in respiratory
(NPPV) is to maintain a minimum level of alveolar mechanics may occur, due to variations in central drive,
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lung mechanics, and respiratory and upper airway muscle
tone and activity. Changes in respiratory impedance may
be observed during changes in body position [1]. During
sleep, the physiological decrease in upper airway muscle
activity increases airway resistance. These changes,
which are exaggerated in pathologic conditions, may
decrease tidal volume (Vt) and promote hypercapnia.
Leaks are unavoidable during NPPV and a major cause of
persistent nocturnal hypercapnia [2, 3].
Home ventilators tend to integrate continuously new
options and measures. A module that guarantees a minimal
Vt is available on some home ventilators. The principle of
this ‘‘volume guarantee’’ module is based on the automatic
detection of the expired Vt by the ventilator. When the
expired Vt falls below a fixed threshold, the ventilator
increases the inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP)
and eventually the inspiratory time (Ti) until the delivered
Vt reaches a minimum Vt. Also, after the resolution of a
pathological condition, the ventilator should be able to
return to its baseline settings while preserving the patient
ventilator synchrony. The aim of this ‘‘volume guarantee’’
module is thus to combine a minimum level of alveolar
ventilation with the maximal patient comfort. However, we
have observed in our clinical experience that the ability of a
ventilator to respond to different conditions, i.e., changes in
compliance or resistance or air leaks, varies among different devices.
The aim of our study was to verify the ability of home
ventilators having a ‘‘volume guarantee’’ module to
effectively deliver a minimal Vt during three common
clinical situations: increase in airway resistance, decrease
in lung compliance, and a non-intentional leak. An in vivo
study on healthy subjects completed the bench study.

The bench used for this study has been described
and consisted in a two-chamber Michigan test lung (MII
Vent Aid TTL; Michigan Instrument, Grand Rapids,
MI) [4, 5]. Each tested ventilator was connected via its
standard circuit (simple and/or double when available)
to the first chamber of the test lung, the second
chamber (driving chamber) being connected to a flowrate generator that could produce various wave forms.
The two chambers were physically connected by a
small metal component that allowed the driving chamber to lift the testing chamber. The resistance was a
parabolic airway resistor (PneufloÒ Airway resistor Rp5,
Rp20, Rp50 or Rp200; Michigan Instrument, Grand
Rapids, MI). A leak valve was added to simulate a nonintentional leak.
Pressure (Paw) and flow were measured at the end of
the ventilator circuit using a pressure differential transducer (Validyne DP 45 ± 56 cmH2O, Northridge, CA)
and a pneumotachograph (Fleisch n°2, Lausanne, Switzerland) associated with a pressure differential transducer
(Validyne DP 45 ± 3.5 cmH2O). The leak flow was
measured with a second pneumotachograph. Signals were
digitised at 200 Hz by an analogic/digital system
(MP100, Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA) and recorded on a
microcomputer.
Determination of the baseline profile
for each ventilator

A patient profile having respiratory mechanics with a
parabolic airway resistor [PneufloÒ Airway resistor Rp5:
DP 2.7 9 V with DP pressure drop (cmH2O) V flow rate
(l/s) and a compliance of 100 ml/cmH2O] was simulated
on the bench. The spontaneous breathing pattern associated a Vt of 300 ml, a breathing rate of 12 breaths/min
and a Ti of 1 s.
Materials and methods
Each ventilator was connected to the bench, the
Experimental in vitro study
‘‘volume guarantee’’ module being inactivated. For each
ventilator, positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) was
All home ventilators having a ‘‘volume guarantee’’ were set at 4 cmH O, inspiratory trigger was set at its most
2
tested (Table 1).
sensitive value that did not induce auto-triggering, and
expiration was authorized when the inspiratory flow fell
below 25% of peak inspiratory flow. The IPAP was then
Table 1 Ventilators tested
set at a value that allowed a Vt of 600 ml. Above this
Ventilators Manufacturer
Circuit
IPAP value, the range of IPAP variations was set between
±8 cmH2O. This setting was the baseline condition.
Synchrony Philips Respironics France,
Simple
II
Vivo 40
Legendair

Carquefou, France
Breas Medical, Saint Priest,
France
Airox, Pau, France

Elisee 150

ResMed SA, Saint Priest, France

Ventimotion Weinmann France
VS III
ResMed SA, Saint Priest, France

Simple
Simple and
double
Simple and
double
Simple
Simple and
double

Determination of the perturbations altering
the Vt for each ventilator
After the determination of the baseline profile, the values
of airway resistance (condition R), lung compliance
(condition C), and leaks (condition L) that resulted in a
decrease of Vt from 600 to 400 ml (-33%, i.e., a
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threshold associated with persistent hypercapnia in Results
chronic respiratory failure patients treated at home by
mechanical ventilation [2, 3]) were determined for each Increase in airway resistance
ventilator.
All the ventilators, except the Ventimotion (maximal
Vt = 445 ml), were able to guarantee a minimal Vt of
500
ml (Fig. 1 and see online supplement Tables 1–9). The
The experimental protocol
time response of the ventilator varied from 1 (Vivo 40,
Sixty respiratory cycles were recorded as the baseline Legendair simple circuit, Elisee 150 double circuit, VS III
condition for each ventilator after having set the ‘‘vol- simple and double circuit) to 14 breathing cycles (Synume guarantee’’ module at 550 ml (baseline condition). chrony II). A minimal Vt could be reached because of a 3
Then, the R, C, and L conditions were tested in a ran- (Ventimotion) to 10 cmH2O (Synchrony II and Legendair
dom order during 60 respiratory cycles. Finally, 60 double circuit) increase in IPAP. However, an overshoot
respiratory cycles were recorded after the correction of was observed with the Synchrony II (Vt = 900 ml). This
the pathological condition (return to baseline condition). increase of IPAP was associated with an increase of the Ti in
‘‘Volume guarantee failure’’ was defined arbitrarily as three ventilators (Synchrony II, Vivo 40, Legendair simple
the inability to maintain a Vt of at least 500 ml during a and double circuit). After the return to the baseline resispathological condition. An ‘‘overshoot’’ was defined as a tance, Vt increased with all the six devices, from 770 ml
Vt [ 650 ml. Patient-ventilator dyssynchrony comprised (Elisee double circuit) to 1,360 ml (Legendair double cir(1) auto-triggering, defined by the delivery of a cycle by cuit). The return to baseline Vt values was observed after 1
the ventilator without a prior breath initiated by the (VS III simple and double circuit) to 51 (Ventimotion)
driving chamber, (2) lack of detection of the patient’s breathing cycles. A typical tracing is shown in Fig. 2.
inspiratory effort, defined by the lack of delivery of a
cycle by the ventilator despite the initiation of a breath
by the driving chamber, and (3) failure of pressure Decrease in lung compliance
support, defined by the inability of the ventilator to
All the ventilators, except the Vivo 40 (maximal
reach the required IPAP.
Vt = 490 ml), were able to guarantee a minimal Vt of
500 ml (Fig. 1 and see online supplement Tables 1–9).
The time response of the ventilator varied from 1
In vivo study
(Legendair double circuit, Elisee 150 simple and double
In order to check the clinical relevance of the results circuit, VS III simple and double circuit) to 13 breathing
obtained with the bench study, an in vivo study on two cycles (Synchrony II). A minimal Vt could be reached
healthy subjects was designed. This study aimed to test because of a moderate (1.6–3.3 cmH2O) increase in IPAP
the most critical situation (i.e., leaks) by using in a clin- for all the ventilators. No overshoot was observed. After
ical setup the three ventilators exhibiting during the bench the return to the baseline compliance, Vt increased with all
test study different and representative patterns of the six devices, from 814 ml (VS III double circuit) to
response; a ventilator that was able to cope with leaks 1,045 ml (VS III simple circuit). The return to baseline Vt
(Synchrony II), a ventilator that imperfectly coped with values was observed after 1 (VS III simple and double
leaks with the occurrence of delayed patient-ventilator circuit) to 27 (Ventimotion) breathing cycles.
dyssynchrony (Vivo 40), and a ventilator that was unable
to cope with leaks with immediate patient-ventilator
dyssynchrony (Ventimotion). The subjects breathed Non-intentional leak
2 min without leaks, followed by 2 min with inspiratory
mouth leaks to simulate a non-intentional leak [6], and Only one ventilator (Synchrony II) was able to guarantee
finally 2 min after mouth closure. This clinical study was a minimal Vt of 500 ml without patient ventilator dysapproved by the local ethics committee, and written synchrony but an overshoot was observed (725 ml, Fig. 1
informed consents were obtained from the two subjects. and see online supplement Tables 1–9). Patient ventilator
dyssynchrony (essentially auto-triggering) was observed
with all the other devices. With the Synchrony II, IPAP
increased to 16.5 cmH2O. The time response of the venAnalysis of the data
tilator was three breathing cycles. This increase of IPAP
The following parameters were computed from each was associated with an increase in Ti. After the resolution
pressure and/or flow trace: IPAP, PEEP, Vt, and Ti. of the non-intentional leak, Vt increased to 1,030 ml. The
Because the number of subjects tested in the in vivo study return to baseline Vt values was observed after 22
breathing cycles. The Elisee 150 was not able to return to
was too small, the comparison was only qualitative.
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Fig. 1 Evolution of the tidal volume (Vt) and the inspiratory airway ventilator dyssynchrony, $autotriggering and patient ventilator
pressure (IPAP) during the three conditions: increase in airway dyssynchrony and failure of pressure support, £autotriggering
resistance, decrease in lung compliance, and the presence of a non- (breathing frequency increases twofold)
intentional leak for the six ventilators. *Autotriggering and patient
Fig. 2 Typical tracing during
an increase in airway resistance.
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the baseline condition after the resolution of the non- increase (Table 2; Fig. 3). Autotriggering occurred during
intentional leak with patient ventilator dyssynchrony 19–38% of the breathing cycles. After the resolution of
the non-intentional leak, IPAP returned to the baseline
persisting during 17–30 breathing cycles.
value, but Vt overreached the baseline value by 50–
300 ml.
The Vivo 40 was able to maintain the baseline Vt
In vivo study
because of a 2.5–3.3 cmH2O increase in IPAP. AutoDuring a non-intentional leak, the Synchrony II was not triggering occurred during 12–16% of the breathing
able to maintain the baseline Vt, and IPAP did not cycles. After the resolution of the non-intentional leak,
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Table 2 Inspiratory airway pressure (IPAP) and tidal volume (Vt) in two healthy subjects during the testing of non-intentional leaks in
three devices

Ventimotion
Vivo 40
Synchrony II

Before leak

1
2
1
2
1
2

During leak

IPAP
(cmH2O)

Vt
(ml)

11.7
11.8
12.3
11.2
14.6
18.4

811
1,232
754
1,029
949
1,215

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.3
0.6
1.0
0.9
0.5
1.1

±
±
±
±
±
±

Ventimotion

47
143
112
254
473
133

15
10
5

Vt
(ml)

12.0
12.1
15.6
14.7
12.5
16.0

818
775
834
1,036
641
843

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.8
2.9
1.6
2.0
0.8
0.7

±
±
±
±
±
±

207
257
308
407
573
214

50

Vt
(ml)

12.8
13.3
10.0
13.6
14.3
19.5

843
1,080
616
1,051
1,003
1,528

±
±
±
±
±
±
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0.5
0.5
7.3
2.3
0.7
0.7

10

10

50

100

0

1.5

1.5

1.25

1.25

1.25

1
0.75

1
0.75
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100
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5
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15
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1
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185

5
0
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0.75

±
±
±
±
±
±
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Fig. 3 Evolution of inspiratory airway pressure (IPAP) and tidal volume (Vt) during a mouth leak in a subject with three ventilators: the
Ventimotion, the Vivo 40, and the Synchrony II

IPAP was moderately lower (-2.3 cmH2O) or higher
(?2.4 cmH2O) than the baseline IPAP with a 230 ml
lower Vt in one subject.
During NPPV with the Ventimotion, Vt could not be
maintained in one subject and increased, without reaching
the baseline values, after the resolution of the non-intentional leak. IPAP remained within the baseline value
during and after the resolution of the non-intentional leak.

Discussion
This study gives important messages with regard to the
‘‘volume guarantee’’ module of six home ventilators: (1)
the coping with a non-intentional leak is more difficult
than the coping with an increase in airway resistance or a
decrease in lung compliance; (2) ventilators maintain a
minimal Vt by increasing IPAP, and, to a lesser extent Ti;

(3) an overshoot for Vt is commonly observed, especially
after the resolution of the pathological condition; (4) a
non-intentional leak is associated with patient ventilator
dyssynchrony in most ventilators; (5) the performance of
the ventilators, with regard to their ability to respond to a
pathological situation and its resolution, varied widely, no
ventilator being able to adequately deliver a minimal Vt
without an overshoot and/or patient-ventilator dyssynchrony in the three conditions.
The occurrence of non-intentional leaks is a common
cause of NPPV failure, patient ventilator dyssynchrony,
and poor sleep quality. Leaks can be minimised by using a
chin strap or a face mask, but they remain a major cause
of ineffective ventilation and persistent hypercapnia
[2, 7]. This risk of non-intentional leaks is one rationale
for a ‘‘volume guarantee’’ module. A volume targeting
ventilation has been evaluated in obesity-hypoventilation
syndrome with conflicting results [8, 9]. Nocturnal
transcutaneous pCO2 decreased significantly when using a
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volume guarantee module compared to a classical mode
[8]. The variance of peak IPAP increased but without
significant impact on sleep quality [8]. On the opposite, in
another study, mean Vt and minute ventilation increased
with volume targeting, but at the expense of a reduced
sleep time and more awakenings [9]. Such discrepancies
can be explained by different Vt settings leading to higher
IPAP during sleep [10]. Accordingly, in patients with
obstructive sleep apnea, it has been demonstrated, when
using auto-titrating devices, that sleep structure correlates
with pressure variations [11]. Our study showed that to
maintain Vt, some devices needed peak IPAP variations
up to 10 cmH2O. Further studies are required to evaluate
consequences of such pressure swings in terms of sleep
fragmentation.
Breathing pattern is not stable, even during sleep. A
pathological condition associated with alveolar hypoventilation may thus resolve spontaneously, after a
variable time period. Ideally, a ventilator should be able
to respond rapidly to changes in the effective Vt after,
respectively, the occurrence and resolution of leaks or
changes in respiratory system impedance. In this study,
this was observed with the Vivo 40, the Elisee, the
Legendair, and the VS III. When leaks occur during sleep,
this phenomenon may be relatively transient. However,
leaks may cause sleep fragmentation and blood gases
alteration [12, 13]. Therefore, in order to combine an
efficient ‘‘volume guarantee’’ with the preservation of
patient ventilator synchrony and sleep quality, the time
response of the ventilator should be appropriate and
probably smoother than the delay between the occurrence
and the resolution of leaks [12, 13]. Indeed, an overshoot
of Vt, as observed in the present study with some devices,
may cause hyperventilation and a decrease in the patient’s
respiratory effort, causing patient-ventilator dyssynchrony
[14] and possibly air leak injury. Moreover, these overshoots with high pressure levels may lead to a low pCO2
crossing the apnea threshold, favoring the occurrence or
periodic breathing, oxygen desaturations, and microaraousals [15, 16]. Therefore, we believe that an ideal
‘‘volume guarantee’’ system should be targeted for transient and variable changes in leak severity or respiratory
system impedance. As such, by using a prototype that
adjusted the Ti in less than three cycles and thereafter the
IPAP in less than five cycles, no alteration of sleep
parameters was observed in neuromuscular patients [17].
Similarly, the VS III, which responded very quickly in our
study, was associated with a comparable control of nocturnal oxygenation as a standard NPPV, without altering
sleep quality in stable neuromuscular and chest wall
disease patients [18]. In contrast, Janssens et al. [9], who
used the precursor of the Synchrony II, which needed at
least 13 cycles to reach the volume guarantee in our study,
observed in obesity-hypoventilation syndrome that this
volume guarantee system altered sleep parameters. The
apparent discrepancy between these studies can be

attributed to differences in patient populations rather than
to differences in devices and modules [19]. Therefore,
more sleep studies in different patient populations are
needed to confirm or reject the hypothesis that a delayed
response of some ‘‘volume guarantee’’ systems could be
harmful during sleep.
Persistent patient ventilator dyssynchrony, even after
the resolution of a pathological event, may cause poor
NPPV tolerance. An association has been observed
between the reduction of ineffective effort due to dyssynchrony in ventilated neuromuscular patients and the
improvement of sleep parameters [20]. In addition, a
higher inspiratory load due to an increase in upper airway resistance and mouth leaks may contribute to the
inability to trigger the ventilator [20]. Therefore, the
objective of a ‘‘volume guarantee’’ module should not
only target the maintenance of a minimal Vt during a
changes in respiratory system impedance or mouth leaks,
but also the maintenance of an accurate patient-ventilator synchronization.
The ‘‘volume guarantee’’ module is based on the
measurement of the expired Vt. This method has some
limits considering that leaks may also occur during
expiration and therefore this method may underestimate
the real Vt [6]. When the expired volume detected by the
ventilator is below the minimal desired Vt, the ventilator
increases its IPAP to reach to minimal target Vt. A longer
Ti could also contribute to increased Vt as observed with
some of the ventilators tested in this study [17]. A combination of a moderate increase in both IPAP and Ti could
have the same efficacy with improved patient comfort, as
we observed in a pilot study (unpublished data).
Of note, no difference was observed between the
results obtained with a simple or a double circuit. This is
perfectly understandable in the absence of leaks. In the
presence of leaks, all the ventilators that were tested with
both a double and a simple circuit failed to deliver a Vt
because of the systematic occurrence of autotriggering.
Therefore, we cannot conclude that a double circuit,
when available, outperforms a simple circuit. In addition,
the two ventilators that were able to compensate the fall
in Vt in case of leaks had a simple circuit. This is not in
accordance with the principle that a volume guarantee
module relies on the automatic detection of the expired
Vt by the ventilator. In fact, these two ventilators account
for leak by adjusting a mathematical leak model as a
function of mask pressure, based on the fact that the
long-term average of flow into the patient is approximately zero. This model is used to estimate the
instantaneous leak and instantaneous mask vent flow
(which is a known function of instantaneous mask pressure), which are subtracted from the total flow generator
outflow (which is directly measured) to calculate respiratory flow, Vt, and ventilation. This method also
explained that the inspiratory trigger was not affected
with these two ventilators.
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The Vt indicated by the ventilator was underestimated
in the baseline condition in four of the six tested devices
(see online supplement). This observation should be taken
into account by the clinician during the setting of the
‘‘volume guarantee’’ module. For example, rather than
choosing a fixed volume, the setting of a percentage of the
indicated Vt obtained during a baseline, stable condition
may be chosen to set the ‘‘volume guarantee.’’
In conclusion, the aim of a ‘‘volume guarantee’’
module is to combine greater efficacy of NPPV with
improved tolerance. This bench study reveals problems
that may occur during NPPV, even in ventilators having
‘‘sophisticated’’ options. The large variations in IPAP and

Vt, associated with patient ventilator dyssynchrony, may
cause poor sleep quality, discomfort, and NPPV
intolerance.
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